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About This Game

XOXO Droplets is a free-to-play dating sim. There's an optional paid DLC that increases the amount of dateable guys and adds
a few neat extra features. The DLC is available in a bundle with our other project, A Foretold Affair, for a discount!  GB Patch

Bundle

Story:
The story begins when our nameable protagonist finally transfers into the boarding school of her dreams at the start of her

junior year in high school. It would be perfect if it wasn't for that little catch attached to her enrollment: her parents will only let
her keep attending the school for her remaining two years if she doesn't make everyone there hate her by shunning them, like

she always does.

Do your best to show just enough interest in the other losers around to appease the folks while still having time to chase after all
the attractive guys in the MC's afterschool group, which just so happens to be a group for chronically unfriendable people.

No, seriously folks. When we say the protagonist and main love interests are a big ol' jerk squad it's not a mistake and it's not
an understatement.

Features:
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3 distinct jerky main boyfriend options: Everett Gray, Nate Lawson, and Shiloh Fields

6 side characters who'll be your buddies and 6 minor clique boyfriend options, each with a bonus effect that makes the
game easier

Partial Voice acting for every significant character by a talented cast

The option to break up with your bf and start dating someone else, if you feel like it

A variety of methods to manage your Reputation with the unimportant students

Part-time jobs, stores to visit, useful items, optional mini-games, an in-game phone to call a guy up and arrange a date at
one of several different locations

Over 132,00 words. Hundreds of different events, including a collage-style ending system where you get events for every
goal you achieved during the game

Cheat codes for those who don't give a f*ck about gameplay and just wanna see the events

Cast List:
Everett Gray: DJ Horn

Nate Lawson: Belsheber Rusape
Shiloh Fields: Brendan Blaber

Bae Pyoun: Griffin Puatu
Jeremy King: Calvin Joyal

Pran Taylor: P.M. Seymour
JB (Nameable Protagonist): Dee Margret Turner

Alicia Rosales: Anairis Quinones
Missy Smith: Elsie Lovelock

Kam Sung: TonyOnorific
Adrian Wulu: Kyotosomo
Lucas Kaiser: Tom Aglio

Cala Gerges: Dani Chambers
Nurse Lynn: Michael Kovach
Romeo Franco: Rowan Cross
Trent Duncan: Joseph Ryan
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Title: XOXO Droplets
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
GB Patch Games
Publisher:
GB Patch Games
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017
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Overall the game is enjoyable.
However, you cannot modify the controls
also the controls are not responding well at certain instances of the game
The controls are the major problem this game has. 0 keys/10
would definitely retreat because of no key again.. A charming little game about an airship trying to rescue his spaceship
girlfriend by flying through all sorts of inconcievable situations. Clever inertia gameplay and loads of character.. Nice and
simple with a surprisingly interesting story.
Over the course of the game the conflicting art styles even kind of grow on you. Definitely worth the price if you enjoy JRPGs.

Both the game and the story are very player reliant, there are no real quests per say, so at the beginning of the game you are
supposed to talk to people and they will just say something you might want to do. Note that as far as I've seen there is no quest
log, as you don't really get quests, so you'll have to remember what they tell you to do yourself. However this also makes the
world quite open, you can in theory go to some late game areas and spend your life savings on an OP weapon or piece of armor
very early in the game as there are very few roadblocks aside from stronger monsters, but I'd not recommend it.

Only negative I'd give it straight up is that the beginning of the game might be a bit confusing to new players both due to what I
described above (but that's only in the first stages of the game, you get used to it) and that even a party of the weakest monsters
around can give you quite serious trouble at level 1, which might scare you off into severely lowering the difficulty.
Rest assured though that if you spend at least a portion of your starting money on some equipment flimsy equipment you should
be able to venture into the sewers (the entrances are the 2 wells you can find in the starting town, not a secret area but one I
didn't find my first time around) and get up to level 3 you should be able to venture off.

Lastly, here are some key bindings that you may not immediately figure out but that are very important.
Arrow Keys - Movement
Z - Accept\/Confirm
X - Deny\/Exit
A - "In game" menu
Esc - "System" menu
R. Shift - Opens some menus such as info about the monster you are targeting, the skill you are hovering or some preset level up
options in the level up window.
. Choose your adventure type game with dice roll based combat.
Just when you thought the adventure was over it takes another turn.
In my opinion its the best book released thus far
8 \/ 10
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Great Game.. Awesome game. When you want to just come home from work and do total destruction this is the game for you.
Good modes and replayability. Nice work!. Having played a few visual novels in my time I can recommend this to anyone trying
to get into the visual novel scene.

This is a perfect "starter" for anyone that isnt sure what a visual novel is. For those a bit more experienced its still a pretty
entertaining and easy to read book infact thats what makes it good, its easy, to read.

Its story is easy to follow, the visual style also keeps it fresh and every mini plot within each episode keeps every episode
interesting so you never get bored.

Id say its a nice little ride from beginning to end, enjoy it, its worth the price and the buy.

Only downside is its got no voice acting and the music is a hit\/miss thing depending on your tastes. Its sound quality can also be
a little blasting even when you've got the volume low.

Still, its a good ride no catch required.

Id recommend it to anyone, honestly.. Despite not looking like the best thing ever, it's actually a pretty fun game, even with
bots! A problem is the amount of people who play this game as there are never any servers up, and the more people who play
this game, the more servers we'll have. Go go get this game, I recommend it!. Richard La Ruina is a wholesome and funny man
who wants to get you laid. He is England's wingman and respects everyone. I trust this man.

But there are people who do not like this man and hate this game. ProJared, a man who cheated on his wife, is one of them. I do
not trust this man.

So who's side are you on? Richard Lemieux's or HoJared's?. no a game- a vidio
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